
Susick PTO November 2022 Meeting

Time/Date:
6:05 pm - 6:48 pm  Thursday, November 17, 2022 

Members:
Crystal Standerwick  Deanna Lumpkins Michele Babbish  Amy Slebodnick  
Brandon Ohryn Jessica Hayes  Lisa Maynard  Christina Coppola  Mrs. 
Cushard  Rikki Mutter  Susie Bellos  Deborah McGee  Jennie Phipps  
Anna Noechel  

Christina Coppola 00:10:08.524 --> 00:10:13.444
You're welcome. Okay, so we're going to get started. Welcome 
everybody. Um, thank you for joining us.

66
Christina Coppola 00:10:13.449 --> 00:10:16.444
Earlier than normal.

67
Christina Coppola 00:10:18.005 --> 00:10:27.875
We get to the agenda, here's our agenda for part 1 part 2 agenda. Um, 
so I will start off, we're calling this meeting to order at 605.

68
Christina Coppola 00:10:29.134 --> 00:10:49.804
And, um, the meeting minutes from the last meeting is, um, on our 
website, it's our website, it's under the information tag under 
current, you'll find recordings meeting minutes and budgets and stuff 
there. So, um, since we're not in person, if you guys.

69
Christina Coppola 00:10:50.705 --> 00:11:02.195
You know, the minutes are in there, um, that's where things will be 
stored on our website. If you need reference to anything with that. 
Debbie, are you able to talk with you on your call?

70
Christina Coppola 00:11:04.234 --> 00:11:04.984
Unmute yourself?

71
Christina Coppola 00:11:07.804 --> 00:11:27.634
I think she's on her call. Okay. Um, she is on her call. We'll get 
back to her. Um, so I'll jump, right in the little caesar's piece of 
kit. We, it was very successful. Thank you to everybody who 
participated. Um, we raised profit of 1692 dollars. Um, that's gonna 
get us at least 2, buddy benches.



72
Christina Coppola 00:11:28.625 --> 00:11:48.485
My goal right now is to, um, see what we need to do as far as get 
those. But we, I mean, we'll purchase the Ventures, but as far as I 
want to talk with the grounds crew to see how to make them permanent, 
they have a lot of these buddy benches and, and I have some samples. 
Um, you know, there's a few that we're looking at, so.

73
Christina Coppola 00:11:49.329 --> 00:12:10.474
I'd like to get opinion on these, but some have different ways. They 
can be stand alone. Some can be nailed into the cement. Others can be 
just sitting there when you move it around, or some could even be 
dropped into the ground, kind of, like, hammered into the ground. So.

74
Christina Coppola 00:12:10.535 --> 00:12:31.625
Is to check with the grounds crew to see how we make this happen and 
based on what they tell us purchase, the type of footing needed. But 
if anybody has any preferences of what kind of bench they like, we'll 
definitely have it.

75
Christina Coppola 00:12:31.654 --> 00:12:52.774
You know, courtesy of the, you know, the suicide buddy bench, 
whatever, you know, we will basically customize it. So, if anybody has 
any ideas, these are just a few that that were out there. Um, if 
anybody has any other ideas, if anybody says work with these before, 
let me know, but I'm just kind of searching online to see.

76
Christina Coppola 00:12:52.804 --> 00:12:55.114
What's out there? What's available?

77
Susie Bellos 00:12:56.434 --> 00:12:59.494
Yeah, at my school, I would say something would have to be more 
permanent.

78
Christina Coppola 00:13:00.124 --> 00:13:00.544
Yeah.

79
Susie Bellos 00:13:00.694 --> 00:13:02.044
Otherwise, it'll get ruined.

80
Christina Coppola 00:13:02.944 --> 00:13:13.924



Yeah, and that's what I'm thinking too. So, um, either 1 that gets 
knocked into the grass or 1, that's, you know, fixed to the summit. 
So, and they offer those different.

81
Christina Coppola 00:13:13.954 --> 00:13:34.744
It's just a matter of, um, you know, going through the, the WCBS 
grounds crew and figuring that out. So we will do that but thank you 
to all that participated. I did pass out the prizes today. Um, Mia. 
Thanks to my people on Facebook. Um, she sold 30 kits.

82
Christina Coppola 00:13:35.254 --> 00:13:56.224
Um, uh, kenzie manner. Lisa Maynard daughter sold 25 kits and then the 
MacRae family combined sold 25 kits. So, those were the top 3 winners 
and then the classroom that, um, had the most participants and it was 
Mrs Copco. Um, so she's received the Amazon gift card as well for the 
75 dollars.

83
Christina Coppola 00:13:56.230 --> 00:14:05.045
And she's spending that so far in indoor games and markers they're out 
of markers. So, um, so it was good. So we're able to help.

84
Christina Coppola 00:14:06.100 --> 00:14:22.625
You know, uh, help get a couple benches and get some prizes. So, um, 
thank you again that participated in that, um, Debbie is back. So, 
Debbie, if you want to go through the financials real quickly, um, 
I'll turn it over to, you.

85
Christina Coppola 00:14:25.264 --> 00:14:26.914
You're on mute if you're on mute for a minute.

86
Deborah McGee 00:14:31.054 --> 00:14:34.384
Okay, hang on, let me get my sheet. Um, so.

87
Deborah McGee 00:14:35.794 --> 00:14:48.034
Right now we have about like, almost 2600 dollars to our disposal to 
use for things. I just went out deposit for the popcorn and fall 
festival and our little caesar's kit. Um.

88
Deborah McGee 00:14:50.015 --> 00:15:00.845
And the stickers for the book fair. So I just did that. And so we have 
about almost 2600 dollars to our disposal, which will be going 
towards, um.



89
Deborah McGee 00:15:02.944 --> 00:15:09.484
At Christmas, and, uh, the balance whatever else we need for those 
body benches.

90
Deborah McGee 00:15:14.585 --> 00:15:15.515
We talked about earlier.

91
Christina Coppola 00:15:18.755 --> 00:15:39.155
I can share that in the budget is also posted on the same spot and 
I'll bring it up here. If anybody wants to take a look at how things 
are spent and stuff that's also posted on the website in the same 
area. The information page under current under budget or financials, 
but it's up there.

92
Christina Coppola 00:15:39.159 --> 00:15:40.444
You guys an idea.

93
Christina Coppola 00:15:42.005 --> 00:15:54.485
Um, of what's coming on, what's been spent how things how things are 
are basically used. Um, so again, that that is on the website as well.

94
Christina Coppola 00:15:56.524 --> 00:16:17.224
And anything else Debbie. Okay. Okay. Um, so, also on the webpage, I 
have finally been able to, um, create a web page for student 
experience where, so I tested it myself. Um, it tells me I owe money 
cause I've purchased too. But, like, I was just testing it out, I 
tried to.

95
Christina Coppola 00:16:17.255 --> 00:16:21.845
Up so that it is on our website. Let me see if I can pull it up.

96
Christina Coppola 00:16:22.895 --> 00:16:44.015
To, um, and you can go in there we have 3 different products right 
now. Um, just the short sleeve, long sleeve and, um, uh, zip. So let 
me see if you guys can see this. Um, but again, so, like, uh, this 
one's under spirit where the other page that I was referencing, 
there's.

97
Christina Coppola 00:16:44.044 --> 00:17:05.134
And current, that's where you'll find meeting recording meeting 



minutes and budget just a reference there. But the spirit where I have 
here has this page, so basically, you can choose from the 4 designs 
that we have there and you can either have a T shirt or long sleeve 
hoodie. These are the colors that are a majority of the different 
styles.

98
Christina Coppola 00:17:05.194 --> 00:17:25.805
Have and kind of fit within our color theme and then, um, basically 
you can, let's say, pick a long sleeve. Um, and you pick your size, 
um, you know, whatever size you want. Let's just go with the extra 
large. Of course, we always go green and white, but there are other 
colors in the world. Yes, I know. Um, and then, um.

99
Christina Coppola 00:17:26.319 --> 00:17:47.464
You pick your your design from 1234 let's go with the Michigan State. 
S and then we're just entering student name, email address, and 
teacher and grace so that I can get these delivered to the student. 
It's added to the bag. What I'm trying to have it do in the checkout 
is you can go directly to the.

100
Christina Coppola 00:17:47.494 --> 00:18:08.164
Paypal, which connects to us, um, we don't have the PayPal credit that 
but that pops up. Some people may, but also on the checkout, um, there 
is the option of if you want to pay by cash, or if you want to pay by 
check. So those will be alerted to me and then, um, hopefully, um, 
I'll try and make a note in here that, you know, those need to be 
turned in.

101
Christina Coppola 00:18:08.825 --> 00:18:29.765
And so, teachers will probably be aware that that may be the case that 
people are turning in money and checks. And, um, you hand it to us I 
should have their information. Um, and I'll try if I can remember and 
get myself organized, trying to alert you to the fact that if a 
student has purchased something. But, um, but that's that's the, the 
goal you place your order and it comes to us.

102
Christina Coppola 00:18:29.794 --> 00:18:50.914
And hopefully, I can turn these around quickly. Um, I do have some 
colors other colors will have to order, but the, the 1 account that we 
order from is pretty quick. Um, so, you know, hopefully within, you 
know, a week or 2, we can get these going, try and try and, um, 
advertise these for the holiday coming up and such. So, um, but that's 
that's where we're at.

103



Christina Coppola 00:18:50.920 --> 00:19:11.945
You're aware, and I know there's a lot of staff that needs spirit 
where, so we'll focus on those. 1st, um, and then we do have some 
spirit. We are in the closet from several years ago that I'm gonna 
pull out and see, there's a lot of kids sizes. There's a few adult 
sizes. But, um, we do have various ones of those. That we had 
purchased when we did the, the.

104
Christina Coppola 00:19:13.294 --> 00:19:19.204
The fun run way back when we were doing designated classes and 
designated, um, grades and stuff. So we'll.

105
Crystal Standerwick 00:19:19.204 --> 00:19:20.974
Can I say something quick?

106
Christina Coppola 00:19:21.394 --> 00:19:21.574
Yeah.

107
Crystal Standerwick 00:19:21.574 --> 00:19:33.064
I just wanted to thank you for all the hard work that you put in to do 
this, because it's a really big deal and that's a really nice thing 
for everybody to have access to. So, thank you very much for all the 
hard work you did.

108
Christina Coppola 00:19:33.274 --> 00:19:34.084
Oh, you're welcome.

109
Crystal Standerwick 00:19:34.204 --> 00:19:36.034
Appreciate it.

110
Christina Coppola 00:19:36.094 --> 00:19:37.414
Just hope it works.

111
Crystal Standerwick 00:19:37.924 --> 00:19:39.034
I agree.

112
Christina Coppola 00:19:39.934 --> 00:19:52.924
So, um, so, yeah, so that that's where we're at, with spirit where, 
um, finally up and running. So, let me get rid of that. And then we'll 
go to our next agenda item. But it does anybody have any questions or 
any anything with that?



113
Christina Coppola 00:19:54.605 --> 00:20:08.555
Everybody good with that. Okay. Um, and we are gonna go to the holiday 
shop, um, Holly shop. So we have, um, Susie, you waving in front of 
the camera.

114
Christina Coppola 00:20:12.874 --> 00:20:30.784
You okay. Okay. Um, okay, so currently we have about 8 to 10 vendors. 
Um, there are gonna be, um, the vendors that gave us problems last 
year are not invited back. Um, so it should be a much better year, um, 
a variety of stuff that we're gonna have again. I already had.

115
Christina Coppola 00:20:31.414 --> 00:20:52.144
2 volunteers that were there last year wrapping gifts are the moms 
that come in at lunch that were helping in the library today track me 
down and they took wrapping paper home with them to make bags. Um, and 
they're volunteering at the events as well. So, um, so we're already 
ahead of the game. Um, but I also thought maybe we could have a day 
where we set up in the gym.

116
Christina Coppola 00:20:52.204 --> 00:21:12.934
There is no Jim get a bunch of wrapping paper and stuff and just have 
if any of the volunteers want to come in if anybody has some time. And 
we do like a marathon wrapping session for a couple hours and get 
those those done too. It just makes the process a lot faster during 
the sales. If we have the bags Pre made, we stick them and tape it and 
they go. Um, but we are running short on supplies.

117
Christina Coppola 00:21:13.594 --> 00:21:34.414
As far as wrapping paper, we used up a lot last year, so we'll be 
asking hopefully for some donations. Um, and some tags we don't need 
as much tape but, um, we'll ask for some donations a tape as well. But 
mostly we need probably wrapping paper and tax, so we'll kind of send 
that out. We'll also send out a sign up sheet, um, or.

118
Christina Coppola 00:21:34.480 --> 00:21:55.625
Not a sheet, but the sign up on blooms if for any volunteers that can 
give us 1 or 2 hours a day most likely it'll be the 15th and the 16th. 
Um, probably like a 90 am to noon and, like, a 1 to, like, 330, um, 
for each day and, you know, come from our for half hour. Come for the 
whole day. Um, lunch will be provided.

119
Christina Coppola 00:21:55.654 --> 00:22:01.174



Days and it's a lot of fun watching the kids shop and yes.

120
Deborah McGee 00:22:02.134 --> 00:22:07.534
Maybe we can get with MS cook and maybe the leadership kids to help 
maybe make bags or something. If they are.

121
Christina Coppola 00:22:07.564 --> 00:22:15.004
Oh, yeah, I got that last year. Yeah and Charlie and back wants to do 
it, so they did that last year for us so yeah.

122
Deborah McGee 00:22:15.454 --> 00:22:16.654
We're going to sell them at the at the.

123
Deborah McGee 00:22:16.954 --> 00:22:18.004
To.

124
Christina Coppola 00:22:19.144 --> 00:22:19.804
5, and on.

125
Deborah McGee 00:22:19.804 --> 00:22:22.354
Because I'm a leadership kid. Yes, she.

126
Christina Coppola 00:22:22.594 --> 00:22:26.464
You are so you're gonna be wrapping bags there, Charlie.

127
Deborah McGee 00:22:29.764 --> 00:22:30.454
Making.

128
Christina Coppola 00:22:32.104 --> 00:22:37.924
Yeah, but they did, they did do that last year. So, um, I just got to 
give them more papers. They had the box in the room for a while.

129
Christina Coppola 00:22:37.954 --> 00:22:58.054
On every chance they got, they did that for us, so that was 
appreciated but yes, thank you for reminding me. Um, so any questions 
on the holiday shop, these vendors are awesome that kind of runs 
itself. Um, they come in, they set up, they sell kids are happy.

130
Christina Coppola 00:22:59.944 --> 00:23:19.954



That's about it. Okay. So moving on then 2, um, holiday stuff for the 
staff this year. Um, I know we will do specific gift cards for lunch, 
supervisors and crossing guards. Um, I don't think we're gonna do the 
12 days of Christmas this year, this, because, um, working a lot and.

131
Christina Coppola 00:23:20.825 --> 00:23:41.375
That takes a lot of, uh, scheduling and stuff. So, uh, and it's want 
to do something different. So, if anybody has any ideas, I know 
there's some suggestions, you know, maybe a couple day coffee, hot, 
hot, cocoa bar, maybe mashed potato bar, cater luncheon, but really 
open for ideas. If anybody has any ideas what they like, teachers what 
do you.

132
Christina Coppola 00:23:41.404 --> 00:23:49.804
Guys, like, we have a lot on this time, so feel free to, um, to really 
give us your honest opinion.

133
Christina Coppola 00:23:53.254 --> 00:23:54.334
Should I put somebody on the back.

134
Mrs. Cushard 00:23:56.074 --> 00:23:59.434
The part that we've had in the past was amazing. It was.

135
Christina Coppola 00:23:59.434 --> 00:23:59.824
Okay.

136
Mrs. Cushard 00:23:59.854 --> 00:24:04.354
Indifferent and just had had a real positive impact on my afternoon.

137
Christina Coppola 00:24:04.954 --> 00:24:06.634
Awesome. Okay. We can do that.

138
Christina Coppola 00:24:08.915 --> 00:24:09.575
Anyone else.

139
aslebodnick@ 00:24:09.575 --> 00:24:16.475
Just going to say, I mean, we, we appreciate anything so you guys are 
awesome. So anything is fine.

140
Christina Coppola 00:24:16.955 --> 00:24:18.035



Okay, thank you.

141
aslebodnick@ 00:24:18.095 --> 00:24:19.445
I know that's not helpful, but.

142
Christina Coppola 00:24:22.115 --> 00:24:22.745
Anything.

143
Rikki Mutter 00:24:22.745 --> 00:24:24.995
These smoothies where my favorite.

144
Christina Coppola 00:24:25.175 --> 00:24:25.925
Smoothies were you.

145
Rikki Mutter 00:24:25.925 --> 00:24:26.765
Favorites.

146
Christina Coppola 00:24:29.464 --> 00:24:50.464
Those were a big huge hit, so, um, okay, well, so good. So, maybe 
we'll do like a theme day, and, you know, maybe a couple little 
surprises here and there I don't know, we'll have to figure out 
something and then what our budget is at at the time. So, um, but 
good. Yeah. So, if those things are great, we can.

147
Christina Coppola 00:24:50.469 --> 00:24:57.814
Certainly put those into the mix. Um, all right anybody else have any 
other ideas.

148
Christina Coppola 00:25:00.364 --> 00:25:00.874
Anyone.

149
Christina Coppola 00:25:03.424 --> 00:25:14.194
Okay, um, then we're going to move on to, um, Debbie, you can probably 
talk to this. We purchased a bunch of supplies in the beginning of the 
year when everything was on sale. Um.

150
Christina Coppola 00:25:14.464 --> 00:25:29.704
To reply to replenish supplies um, basically now, at this at the mid 
year, Mark, because I know that's when you guys start running out of 
things and ask me for parents and stuff. So so W, if you want to tell 



them what we have and what we're thinking.

151
Deborah McGee 00:25:30.364 --> 00:25:35.374
So, I think I purchased enough crams for all of kindergarten 1st 
grade.

152
Deborah McGee 00:25:36.034 --> 00:25:50.854
Maybe secondary too. Um, we also did lose fix, like, a ton of, um, I 
did align paper for the 4th and 5th grade because I know that they go 
through a lot of that as well. Um.

153
Deborah McGee 00:25:52.624 --> 00:26:03.064
Pencils we did pencils cause I know we would go through a lot of 
pencils. I can't think of anything else that I did as of right now, 
but I think that's all I covered in the beginning of this.

154
Christina Coppola 00:26:03.544 --> 00:26:13.384
Okay, so if there's certain things that, that you guys are running low 
on, if you guys the status on and if you want to ask the staff I know 
today there was a request for, um.

155
Christina Coppola 00:26:13.659 --> 00:26:24.874
Kleenex and Clark's wipes. So, um, we're definitely gonna supply some 
of that, uh, sooner than later. Um, because we understand the, the 
districts is not supplying it. Um.

156
Christina Coppola 00:26:25.024 --> 00:26:32.074
They used to so, um, and it's, you know, kids are going through it 
really quickly so.

157
Deborah McGee 00:26:33.364 --> 00:26:36.754
We'll do the Kleenex and yeah, the whites.

158
Christina Coppola 00:26:39.094 --> 00:27:00.184
Um, but, yeah, so if there's anything like that, that supplies that 
tend to run out, um, right about now or that, you need to redo and 
stuff cause we found like, last year we, we do these wishlist and 
stuff at the end of the year and it wasn't really beneficial, so we're 
kind of looking at now. Okay. We're gonna try and hit the basics. Um, 
but if there's something in.

159



Christina Coppola 00:27:00.214 --> 00:27:21.064
And maybe, we'll, we'll do a survey, just say what's in particular 
that, you know, um, something that that's, you know, desperately 
needed or, you know, I know. Uh, Expo markers get used quite a bit, 
um, you know, such like that. So, I guess what I'll do is, I'll just, 
I'll put out a survey again, um, for the staff to see that's probably 
our best way of going about it. But.

160
Christina Coppola 00:27:21.364 --> 00:27:37.624
We took advantage of, like, you know, the the 25 cent, the 50, uh, 
credits in the beginning of the year, and the blue sticks and all that 
when things are on sale to buy a lot of those. So that we would have 
it mid year for you guys to, um, kind of replenish your supply. So 
that's kind of our goal with that. Um.

161
Deborah McGee 00:27:37.924 --> 00:27:42.484
Even those export markers too. I know we did some in the beginning of 
the year, but those are something that you guys.

162
Deborah McGee 00:27:42.515 --> 00:27:44.585
Is it'd be replenished on too?

163
ohryn 00:27:48.004 --> 00:27:48.364
I know.

164
ohryn 00:27:50.494 --> 00:27:53.404
For Expo markers and then, uh, the skinnier ones too.

165
Christina Coppola 00:27:54.184 --> 00:27:54.724
The skin.

166
ohryn 00:27:54.724 --> 00:27:58.774
Easier to use for the white board is easier for them to write on with 
the.

167
Christina Coppola 00:27:59.644 --> 00:28:00.094
Okay.

168
Deborah McGee 00:28:00.274 --> 00:28:00.484
Okay.



169
Rikki Mutter 00:28:01.264 --> 00:28:10.684
And just so, you know, check on casco online, you might be able to 
find them really cheap on Costco because I got them at the beginning 
of the year, pretty cheap at casco but, I don't know. I doubt they 
sell them in stores right now, but maybe online.

170
Christina Coppola 00:28:11.224 --> 00:28:12.034
Okay, cool.

171
Lisa Maynard 00:28:12.784 --> 00:28:18.664
Um, is there still a need for the I know that um, some of the 
kindergarten teachers were asking for those.

172
Christina Coppola 00:28:19.534 --> 00:28:20.674
On.

173
Mrs. Cushard 00:28:20.704 --> 00:28:31.774
Yeah, uh, the kranz yeah, we've been using them in kindergarten this 
year. Um, and it's been actually really helpful. It was something that 
Mrs Martin had suggested because the kids are.

174
Mrs. Cushard 00:28:31.839 --> 00:28:44.524
So, good about losing their crams immediately, and they tend to be a 
little bit more attached to the 1. so they don't end up on the floor 
quite the same. So, um, a couple of sets that those would absolutely 
be wonderful for the kindergarten groups. Thank you.

175
Christina Coppola 00:28:53.824 --> 00:28:58.654
All right just writing something down. Um, okay. Um.

176
Christina Coppola 00:29:01.834 --> 00:29:06.874
Okay, any other ideas from teachers? Mm. Hmm.

177
ohryn 00:29:07.354 --> 00:29:13.954
An expressive which you wouldn't be bad, but what's gotta be like the 
1 with, like, the, the silver like the really high end. 1 would be 
good.

178
Christina Coppola 00:29:16.084 --> 00:29:17.914
Any particular brand of espresso.



179
ohryn 00:29:18.424 --> 00:29:23.974
You know, I do, I'll have to get back to you. I forget the name. Oh, 
yeah searching the bees. bellville.

180
ohryn 00:29:26.104 --> 00:29:26.974
Yeah, yeah.

181
Christina Coppola 00:29:27.004 --> 00:29:27.454
Okay.

182
Crystal Standerwick 00:29:28.594 --> 00:29:31.654
Yes, bear skin rug Thank you.

183
Christina Coppola 00:29:31.684 --> 00:29:34.894
Oh, to go, this is what you want 1 of those 2 is that what you said?

184
Rikki Mutter 00:29:34.924 --> 00:29:36.274
No, I don't drink coffee.

185
Rikki Mutter 00:29:36.725 --> 00:29:38.675
slurpy and a diet doctor pepper.

186
Rikki Mutter 00:29:40.355 --> 00:29:40.835
Thanks.

187
Crystal Standerwick 00:29:42.934 --> 00:29:46.024
If that's the case, I'm going room to room every day. I need to get.

188
Christina Coppola 00:29:46.054 --> 00:29:46.894
I know seriously.

189
ohryn 00:29:50.435 --> 00:29:51.245
All right I'll mute.

190
Christina Coppola 00:29:52.835 --> 00:29:54.485
Okay, um.



191
Christina Coppola 00:29:57.784 --> 00:30:00.784
Barbara says she's on with a parent meeting. Okay.

192
Christina Coppola 00:30:02.104 --> 00:30:12.694
You'll join when she can, but, uh, I'm not gonna wait. So, let's move 
on any teachers report anyone slurping machine.

193
Rikki Mutter 00:30:13.324 --> 00:30:23.224
I just wanted to thank you for the, um, the fall festival. The kids 
are still talking about it in my class. Like, they loved it so much 
and unfortunately wasn't.

194
Rikki Mutter 00:30:23.254 --> 00:30:40.504
Will be there this year, but they had such a great time and they're 
still talking about and we write about we're doing personal narratives 
and a couple of kids pick that. So thank you for that. And I also 
wanted to ask 1 other question too. I know with the fun run and then 
that didn't happen and the, um.

195
Rikki Mutter 00:30:41.584 --> 00:31:02.614
The assembly didn't happen and my kids have still been asking about 
assemblies, like, all since since that time. So I was hoping we could 
maybe get a couple people to, um, I'm sorry a couple people to come in 
and do assemblies for us. If we could ask for a little bit of fund 
raising money for that, or just because I have my students since.

196
Rikki Mutter 00:31:02.734 --> 00:31:13.144
I mean, even 5th graders, I think they maybe have 1 assembly and with 
Coleman and all that. I just think it would be really cool for them to 
have an assembly because my, my own students have never experienced 
it. So.

197
Christina Coppola 00:31:13.774 --> 00:31:23.854
And I, I agree, I actually have been, uh, I keep look people keep 
sending stuff to us. There's a music man and stuff. I just don't, um, 
I love the idea of assembly. So if you guys have any.

198
Christina Coppola 00:31:23.885 --> 00:31:44.855
Particular 1 in mind, um, if you've worked with somebody before, if 
you think I know I, I was trying to look for 1, you know, I know 
there's a lot on billing and stuff, but just trying to look for, like, 
ones that, you know, even some sort of positive behavior, or even 



something fun with with this music, man seemed like he was fun and 
such, but yeah, I, I love the idea.

199
Christina Coppola 00:31:45.094 --> 00:31:54.364
Um, they're not, they're not that bad. I mean, I, I don't think they 
go more than 4 or 500 dollars and I think, you know, that's something 
we could afford.

200
Susie Bellos 00:31:54.934 --> 00:32:06.154
Christina, could we maybe align it up with, like, a Christmas break? 
So maybe like, since there are no Christmas parties, um, our holiday 
parties, maybe we can line it up with Christmas.

201
Susie Bellos 00:32:06.244 --> 00:32:12.394
So, it could give maybe that last day or a couple of days before 
Christmas break, give the teachers a little bit of a buffer.

202
Christina Coppola 00:32:14.284 --> 00:32:17.434
You're not not on break, but before break we should. Right okay.

203
ohryn 00:32:17.464 --> 00:32:27.304
We had years back we had this I think it was guy come and I remember I 
remember that. His message was awesome. It was super entertaining.

204
ohryn 00:32:27.334 --> 00:32:48.064
For everybody, and then he sold Yo, Yo. So it might even been free 
because then kids came down and got yo's for the next week or so from 
the office. That was 1 of my favorite assemblies besides Detroit 
police department came with their their dogs. And did show the kids 
how the dogs search for.

205
ohryn 00:32:48.574 --> 00:32:56.644
Drugs, they had the guy come in with the big suit, and the dog attack 
them. That was sweet to those 2. things could be relatively cheap.

206
Christina Coppola 00:32:57.394 --> 00:32:57.844
Okay.

207
deanna 00:32:58.444 --> 00:33:09.514
I could talk to the officers that come in the office and ask about the 
dogs and see if that's a possibility at some point in time Detroit, 



police department.

208
Christina Coppola 00:33:09.785 --> 00:33:10.265
Yeah.

209
deanna 00:33:11.435 --> 00:33:19.985
Okay, yeah, I can call Zack, he's our guy over there. Maybe he can set 
something up for that. That may not even cost anything.

210
Christina Coppola 00:33:21.845 --> 00:33:22.085
Okay.

211
Rikki Mutter 00:33:22.085 --> 00:33:30.755
And I don't mind looking to I don't mind looking and seeing if there's 
anything I know the jump for Jill. I think it was that was a really 
big hit back a long time.

212
Rikki Mutter 00:33:30.844 --> 00:33:36.934
It was all about nutrition and things like that, and they got to 
exercise during it and that was fun. So I could look into a different 
ones.

213
Susie Bellos 00:33:38.614 --> 00:33:47.764
Also that reptile place that reptile place in Shelby? Yeah, they'll 
come and do 1, too. And the kids love that.

214
aslebodnick@ 00:33:48.424 --> 00:33:48.814
Yeah, I.

215
Rikki Mutter 00:33:48.814 --> 00:33:49.744
Going to suggest.

216
aslebodnick@ 00:33:50.344 --> 00:33:51.904
Taking my own kids there before.

217
aslebodnick@ 00:33:51.934 --> 00:33:55.114
And they raised about that place, they thought it was so cool.

218
Christina Coppola 00:33:55.564 --> 00:33:56.614



You guys know the name of it.

219
Rikki Mutter 00:34:00.604 --> 00:34:01.264
Okay, Mm hmm.

220
Christina Coppola 00:34:03.214 --> 00:34:19.924
All right awesome. So, let's let's put it to a vote. I think it's a, 
it's a, yes, as far as wanting to do the assemblies, do we want to put 
let's say if we can get a couple assemblies, they're 4 or 500 dollars 
each do we want to set aside 1000 dollars and vote on that and set it 
aside for assemblies.

221
Susie Bellos 00:34:20.464 --> 00:34:21.273
I'm happy with that.

222
Christina Coppola 00:34:21.783 --> 00:34:22.714
Okay, so.

223
Crystal Standerwick 00:34:23.493 --> 00:34:24.094
Fine with it.

224
Christina Coppola 00:34:24.454 --> 00:34:30.604
Okay, that's 2. um, everybody else on if you guys want to say, yay, or 
nay um.

225
Jennie 00:34:33.033 --> 00:34:34.294
Yeah, I think that's a great idea.

226
Anna Noechel 00:34:34.354 --> 00:34:34.834
Yeah.

227
deanna 00:34:35.164 --> 00:34:35.763
Yes.

228
Lisa Maynard 00:34:35.824 --> 00:34:36.394
Yeah.

229
Christina Coppola 00:34:36.753 --> 00:34:40.743
Okay all right so then let's set aside 1000 dollars for.



230
Christina Coppola 00:34:41.584 --> 00:34:53.914
At least 2 assemblies and then, you know, Mrs. if you can help us out, 
um, squad Nick with those, um, and, you know, I, I love the, the ones 
that you guys suggested. So we'll look into those and try and make 
this happen. So.

231
Rikki Mutter 00:34:54.424 --> 00:34:55.233
Thank you so much.

232
Christina Coppola 00:34:55.263 --> 00:35:00.814
You're welcome. Okay. Anything else? Well, many of the teachers.

233
ohryn 00:35:03.904 --> 00:35:22.444
Yeah, I didn't want to really quickly say, um, you know, I didn't 
think this would come up with my students were asking about tax for 
the book care. So they found out that you guys were helping with the 
taxes and they, they were super excited about it. So, I appreciate 
that and it helps around the numbers down easier for them. So thank 
you for that.

234
Christina Coppola 00:35:22.834 --> 00:35:23.494
Oh, you're welcome.

235
Christina Coppola 00:35:23.584 --> 00:35:28.384
Yeah, we did the latest sticker sales we did for the library. We.

236
Christina Coppola 00:35:30.635 --> 00:35:47.675
Offer to sell the stickers and and cover the taxes, because a lot of 
times we forget the tax when we're at the book fair. And so it's just 
it's just easier when crystal and I did it. It was just easier to say, 
you know, we'll take care of the taxes so so thank you. Yep.

237
Christina Coppola 00:35:48.964 --> 00:36:09.484
Um, okay, um, open floor. Um, 1 thing I definitely want to get is 
every time I walk in the morning, and they're pushing that library 
cart that been that loud, been in the hallway. Um, they're like, for, 
I think, for like, 120 bucks, 130 bucks at, um.

238
Christina Coppola 00:36:10.774 --> 00:36:31.234
Harbor rates, we can get a, uh, a taller version of those, uh, gray 



carts that has 2 stacks. That would be quieter that we can, you know, 
put media. We can, I can be dazzled the heck out of it that says media 
on it. And the kids don't have to bend over and push this and they can 
quietly come and go through the hall. So, um, I.

239
Christina Coppola 00:36:31.265 --> 00:36:47.705
I would like to take some funds for that. If you guys are in 
agreement. If you're in the school, you would, you would know in the 
morning, you would hear it. You didn't even have to see it. Um, but I 
think that's that's just that's just needed for ergonomically and and 
noise control. So.

240
Christina Coppola 00:36:49.684 --> 00:36:50.554
But even agreement.

241
Crystal Standerwick 00:36:50.554 --> 00:36:51.274
I'm fine with that.

242
Christina Coppola 00:36:51.844 --> 00:36:52.114
Okay.

243
ohryn 00:36:52.144 --> 00:36:53.314
That's a wonderful idea.

244
Christina Coppola 00:36:54.154 --> 00:37:10.714
Yeah, cause it's yeah, so I'm going to hopefully harbor freight has 
that 1 that I saw in stock, and we can get that and, um, take care of 
that cause. It's these guys are literally these, these are bending 
over hurting their backs pushing this loud cart that I don't think.

245
Christina Coppola 00:37:10.744 --> 00:37:26.554
Is meant to be pushed through the hall I think it's just meant to stay 
in the library and you put your books in there and so it's mismanaged. 
I want to fix that. So, in my opinion, all right anybody else have 
anything that they would like to.

246
Christina Coppola 00:37:28.085 --> 00:37:29.495
Share talk about.

247
Crystal Standerwick 00:37:30.155 --> 00:37:41.885
Can I just ask a question? Are you guys is, is there the, um, the 



fitness class happening this year? You know, like the 3rd graders got 
to do at 1 time? Mr. Warren was doing it maybe or Sarah.

248
Christina Coppola 00:37:42.455 --> 00:37:43.145
Sarah was doing.

249
ohryn 00:37:43.325 --> 00:37:48.665
From what I understand, she is doing it right now with a certain grade 
level, and then they're going to open it up to.

250
ohryn 00:37:48.934 --> 00:38:05.944
The grade levels for the 2nd, half of the year, don't quote me please, 
but I know, I believe is doing it now with certain grades, they're 
trying to break it up because there were a lot of kids that joined us 
that are going to give each either chunks of grades or grade levels 
their own time.

251
Crystal Standerwick 00:38:06.184 --> 00:38:09.934
Okay, cause Max keeps telling me about it and he's like mom, it's 3rd 
grade and.

252
Crystal Standerwick 00:38:10.174 --> 00:38:24.154
I really want to do it and I was like, I haven't had any information 
sent home about it or I would sign him up of course or whoever. My 
kids are super interested in and they were from, you know, the time. 
You guys did it before. So, if they do, I guess, just let me know, 
because.

253
Susie Bellos 00:38:24.724 --> 00:38:29.704
Sarah just need to talk to with Sarah, I believe Brandon's, right? 
It's 3rd grade right now.

254
aslebodnick@ 00:38:29.734 --> 00:38:31.084
It is 3rd grade. Yes.

255
Crystal Standerwick 00:38:31.234 --> 00:38:36.604
Okay, cause that's that's Max, but okay. That's Max. But they didn't 
get any information. Was it just sent home or.

256
aslebodnick@ 00:38:37.084 --> 00:38:40.894
Yeah, what she had said, she gave us a certain number of fliers and.



257
aslebodnick@ 00:38:41.284 --> 00:38:49.204
Said, you know, ask your students whoever's interested and so you just 
said, okay, raise your hand if you want to fire like, it didn't it 
wasn't something that went home to the whole class.

258
Crystal Standerwick 00:38:49.264 --> 00:38:49.894
Okay.

259
aslebodnick@ 00:38:49.954 --> 00:38:52.054
So, that's how we did it and then.

260
aslebodnick@ 00:38:52.595 --> 00:38:54.875
So, maybe, you know, maybe it wasn't there that day.

261
Crystal Standerwick 00:38:54.905 --> 00:38:56.855
He was out for a week when he broke.

262
Crystal Standerwick 00:38:57.185 --> 00:38:58.565
So, yeah, that's probably when.

263
aslebodnick@ 00:38:58.715 --> 00:38:59.195
Yeah.

264
Crystal Standerwick 00:38:59.435 --> 00:39:03.875
Okay. All right that makes sense. Thank you for that. I appreciate it. 
Thanks.

265
Christina Coppola 00:39:07.595 --> 00:39:16.415
Um, okay. Um, and then Debbie Debbie, I think we have a question about 
the, uh, balls that were handed out in the beginning of the year. We 
want to talk a little bit about that. I think.

266
Deborah McGee 00:39:17.645 --> 00:39:29.495
Yeah, we give all the classrooms, the balls and we're hearing through 
the grapevine that they're not allowed to have them out on the 
playground. Is that true? Or is that just during lunch or.

267
ohryn 00:39:33.244 --> 00:39:39.964



During lunch, so they can bring them out when we go out for recess as 
a class, but during lunch through, we're not allowed to bring them 
out.

268
Deborah McGee 00:39:41.194 --> 00:39:41.644
Okay.

269
Christina Coppola 00:39:41.944 --> 00:39:43.414
And that's the same for 3rd grade. Okay.

270
aslebodnick@ 00:39:43.804 --> 00:39:44.284
Mm, hmm.

271
Christina Coppola 00:39:44.884 --> 00:39:46.624
Okay, so they're not taken away 100.

272
deanna 00:39:46.624 --> 00:39:48.154
Well, they can add.

273
Christina Coppola 00:39:49.504 --> 00:39:49.924
Okay.

274
Christina Coppola 00:39:51.484 --> 00:40:12.004
Okay, I mean, that, that makes sense if they can't cause it's hard to 
corral them at lunch. As long as they're not being taken away at your 
recess. We were concerned that they were being taken away at your 
recess and the intent was for your personal recesses. So, um, okay, 
um, did we have anything else.

275
Christina Coppola 00:40:18.754 --> 00:40:19.174
Nothing.

276
Susie Bellos 00:40:20.584 --> 00:40:23.494
I think I have a question for the teachers, um.

277
Susie Bellos 00:40:25.324 --> 00:40:46.414
I kind of don't know how to approach this to be honest. You know what 
I'm looking on Facebook, and I'm seeing my friends going to their kids 
schools to participate in various parties. And I know birthday parties 
are big stickler music, but they get to go to their kids school for 



birthday parties. My friend yesterday was like, what should I take? 
And I was like.

278
Susie Bellos 00:40:46.595 --> 00:40:49.385
Case cause we're not allowed anymore. Um.

279
Susie Bellos 00:40:52.745 --> 00:41:09.365
From the teacher's perspective, is this something that you would like 
to see changed? I know as a parent, it's really bothering me that I 
feel like, um, all the fund has been taken out of school when I think 
back to when I was in school, or even for TJ my older 1.

280
Susie Bellos 00:41:11.255 --> 00:41:31.535
The parties were a big part of the fun part of school, and that's when 
they made, like, a cool something to take home. And like, I'll use 
Donna. She made this really cool snow globe for Nate and it still 
hangs on our Christmas tree. I have nothing. And it's, it's starting 
to rob.

281
Susie Bellos 00:41:31.569 --> 00:41:50.704
Little bit I was planning on talking to Mrs. babesh about it, but I 
can't seem to track her down too. Well, is this is this something I'm 
just trying to figure out? Is this teacher driven or is this Warren 
Warren time kind of thing or? Um, maybe we could shed some light on 
that. Maybe.

282
ohryn 00:41:52.144 --> 00:41:52.714
The only thing.

283
ohryn 00:41:52.744 --> 00:42:13.834
I'm aware of is it's really the food policy, so we can't have food, 
but I don't think it was like an anti. We can't have a well, I guess 
there wasn't really I thought we could still do activities per se or 
we couldn't have food and we couldn't spend a ton of time on, you 
know, doing the holiday activity. But I thought it was.

284
ohryn 00:42:13.895 --> 00:42:15.575
Or food related, I could be wrong though.

285
Christina Coppola 00:42:16.864 --> 00:42:32.944
I was told that you guys, or I was heard that you guys had to give up 
portions of your, uh, recess time in order to have a party. So, like, 



you couldn't have both, you couldn't dedicate, like, an afternoon to, 
like, recess on having a party. Like, it has been in the past, or for 
a few hours.

286
aslebodnick@ 00:42:34.714 --> 00:42:37.834
Well, I know we're definitely not supposed to do it for a few hours.

287
aslebodnick@ 00:42:38.074 --> 00:42:51.484
Um, I don't even know if I understand the exact amount of time we're 
supposed to do it, but I know it's supposed to be pretty, pretty 
limited. I don't know if anybody else knows. Exactly. But.

288
Susie Bellos 00:42:51.514 --> 00:42:53.224
I'm not trying to put anybody on the spot.

289
Susie Bellos 00:42:53.404 --> 00:42:58.984
Trying to see from my perspective, Where's this coming from so that I 
can address where it needs to be addressed?

290
deanna 00:42:59.435 --> 00:43:20.135
I thought, okay, don't quote me on this, but I'm think Mrs beverage 
said if they wanted to substitute the recess time for an activity for 
a holiday that's okay. I mean, no food obviously, but if they wanted 
to substitute their recess to do an activity.

291
deanna 00:43:20.140 --> 00:43:34.175
Something fun regarding that holiday they could. Um, that's what I 
thought. She told me, but I don't know if that's been conveyed to 
everybody. If that's, you know, the way it is. I don't know. That's 
just what I heard.

292
Christina Coppola 00:43:38.494 --> 00:43:43.294
Okay, well, Mrs babish has joined us. So, do you want to jump in and 
give us your take on that?

293
Christina Coppola 00:43:52.564 --> 00:43:53.824
Okay, she might not be on.

294
Susie Bellos 00:43:54.214 --> 00:43:54.784
She knows.



295
ohryn 00:44:02.134 --> 00:44:07.294
It could be an audio if you, I had a hard time, I had to go into my 
settings and change it to join a I mean, there was an update.

296
Susie Bellos 00:44:08.794 --> 00:44:11.284
I'm a little bit a certain because I feel like.

297
Susie Bellos 00:44:12.334 --> 00:44:33.454
Um, I feel like they don't have any fun. I feel like it's all business 
all the time and there's no parties. There's no activities. There's no 
food. There's no, there's no field trip like these kids. Like, there's 
nothing, but dry content and and I know that what we're there for, but 
if we want to make this memorable, we want our.

298
Susie Bellos 00:44:33.484 --> 00:44:46.894
To, I mean, you foster the love of learning in elementary and I'm not 
saying that the teachers aren't doing that. I don't want it to take an 
out of context either. Um, but I feel like those are the things that 
our kids are missing.

299
aslebodnick@ 00:44:56.645 --> 00:45:15.755
I guess I'll just say, as a parent, I'm glad that my kids do still 
have that if they're schools. So so I understand your perspective. I 
know. You know, as a teacher, it is hard to get certain things in in 
the amount of time. But I do like for my own kids, that's the kind of 
stuff they remember. And that is.

300
aslebodnick@ 00:45:15.784 --> 00:45:23.764
What they get excited about personally for my own kids I am, I'm glad 
that they do have that.

301
Crystal Standerwick 00:45:25.955 --> 00:45:46.715
I will say this too, I think just because, you know, of our position 
of being part of PTO, anytime we're outside, picking our kids up for 
the day, or during drop off. I get approached by random parents who 
think I have many answers, which I don't. But it must look like I do, 
because they approach me and with the same concerns, you know, why 
don't we have? What can we.

302
Crystal Standerwick 00:45:46.834 --> 00:46:07.894
Have the parties, why don't they have food? Why can't they have 
cupcakes? And I just, I just send my advice is talk to somebody in the 



office, and, you know, if you have a concern, I have nothing to do 
with it. But it is more than just the few of us on here. I mean, that 
I have questions and concerns I know parents come to me with several 
things.

303
Crystal Standerwick 00:46:07.955 --> 00:46:15.785
All the time, and again, I just check with the office. I'm not the 
answer, man, but it is out there and it is circulating. So.

304
Susie Bellos 00:46:22.024 --> 00:46:24.484
Of Michelle here she can, she hear us. Okay.

305
Christina Coppola 00:46:24.484 --> 00:46:25.774
Trying to connect I don't know.

306
Christina Coppola 00:46:35.014 --> 00:46:54.214
I don't know, I mean, I guess my big pick up on this whole thing is 
that we allow we allow snacks during the day we allow launch in 
school. So there's food being brought into the school were conscious 
of. I know as a parent. I'm conscious of not sending any nuts and 
anything that would pertain to allergies yet. You know, for like 
Halloween we couldn't.

307
Christina Coppola 00:46:55.024 --> 00:47:13.234
Even bring suckers, or what have you, I mean, it was telling my child 
were walking through target. No, we're not purchasing anything because 
we can't purchase anything for Halloween this year. So, I guess that's 
my hiccup is like, we allow treats that we allow snacks in the school. 
Why can't we allow treats for special occasions?

308
Susie Bellos 00:47:14.164 --> 00:47:15.604
And why can't we allow them.

309
Christina Coppola 00:47:16.025 --> 00:47:33.305
Right and I understand that people have allergies and I understand, 
you know, and and I know parents make concessions um, at least I 
would, I would send in something else if I knew somebody in the class 
would have analogy but it's almost as if now we're punishing everybody 
else that doesn't have an allergy. It seems so.

310
Crystal Standerwick 00:47:33.455 --> 00:47:36.725
Definitely that to you, I think it can be very controlled. Like we 



used to do it.

311
Crystal Standerwick 00:47:36.759 --> 00:47:57.904
Back when we were allowed to do it, you know, a teacher would be 
responsible for whatever they felt comfortable with based, on their 
student's needs or their needs or if they knew that they didn't want 
too much sugar in the classroom or whatever it might be. I mean, you 
could have said, you can put the list of, however, you want it who 
wants to bring, you know, a toy or Plato or a.

312
Crystal Standerwick 00:47:57.934 --> 00:48:06.064
A pencil for everybody, or wants to sign up for the juice box and 
either a cupcake or right and you have the there is the options are 
endless. It's just.

313
Christina Coppola 00:48:06.064 --> 00:48:06.364
Right.

314
Crystal Standerwick 00:48:06.364 --> 00:48:07.534
There can't be any.

315
Christina Coppola 00:48:07.954 --> 00:48:18.874
Right I remember we did that. We did that with Mrs. they had the on 
Sunday so everybody brought a specific thing. It was all assigned. Uh, 
uh, you know, I think me and riley's dad were in there.

316
Christina Coppola 00:48:19.084 --> 00:48:22.024
Bring up the ice cream. There was a lot of fun. The kids had a lot of 
fun and it was.

317
Crystal Standerwick 00:48:22.024 --> 00:48:22.594
Control yeah.

318
Christina Coppola 00:48:22.924 --> 00:48:24.094
And, you know.

319
Susie Bellos 00:48:24.154 --> 00:48:40.204
The other issue I have is thanksgiving's coming and I know a lot of 
her kids are ethnic. They not might not ever know what a traditional 
Thanksgiving dinner is. So you could almost wrap in a social studies 
lesson in with a Thanksgiving dinner where everybody brought 



something. Because you could relate it to, you know.

320
Susie Bellos 00:48:40.234 --> 00:49:01.354
Giving, and you could teach the history left along with it. So it's 
not like it's learning loss. They're learning while it's happening. 
So, I guess if Michelle can't get on this meeting, I'm okay. With 
asking her to meet sometime and sitting down with her and and 
discussing these options. I'm okay with that. Um, I know I'm the 1 who 
voiced his concerns so.

321
Susie Bellos 00:49:01.805 --> 00:49:17.165
Um, I don't have a problem sitting down with her and trying to figure 
out, like, just some common ground. I guess. I guess it's a little 
disheartening to me to see all my friends doing all these fun things 
with their kids and their kids teachers and it's like, we failed to 
launch.

322
Michele Babbish 00:49:24.874 --> 00:49:26.044
Hi, can anyone hear me.

323
Crystal Standerwick 00:49:27.184 --> 00:49:28.024
We can hear you.

324
Michele Babbish 00:49:28.924 --> 00:49:31.144
Right. I'm having some difficulty. Sorry about that.

325
Christina Coppola 00:49:35.044 --> 00:49:37.624
Okay, so, um, we're at the end of the meeting.

326
Michele Babbish 00:49:38.164 --> 00:49:40.414
I know I apologize. I was in a parent meeting.

327
Christina Coppola 00:49:40.714 --> 00:49:53.524
Mm, hmm. Um, so basically, we're at this point, um, Susie brought 
about, uh, the party policy and then if you want to react to that, and 
then it would be the principals report.

328
Christina Coppola 00:49:53.529 --> 00:49:54.124
Be next.

329



Michele Babbish 00:49:55.564 --> 00:50:03.784
Okay, so, um, well, for the principal's report, I know I see that 
there's some teachers on here. So did they already share out.

330
Christina Coppola 00:50:03.994 --> 00:50:09.214
Yeah, they're all set. We, we're, we're done with the meeting we're at 
the end, so it's, it's principals report right now.

331
Michele Babbish 00:50:09.994 --> 00:50:14.614
Okay, well, if the teachers haven't already, um.

332
Michele Babbish 00:50:15.005 --> 00:50:35.825
Communicated it from our last meeting, I think the most, uh, fun was 
had at our fall festival and I just wanted to shout out another. Thank 
you to, um, PTO for another great event. Um, I know our families 
appreciate it. It was good to see everybody come out and to be back 
together again insights. So just wanted to thank you guys for that.

333
Michele Babbish 00:50:35.829 --> 00:50:56.884
We are currently looking at conferences coming up. They are both in 
person and virtual using blooms to get that out and hoping that we'll 
see more people attend now that both versions are offered. So that 
will be coming up. We have the Thanksgiving break obviously.

334
Michele Babbish 00:50:57.214 --> 00:51:18.034
And I'm sure you guys already talked about your Christmas shop and I'm 
don't want, it seems like everybody is since you're pointing out at 
the end of the meeting and I wasn't able to attend. So, um, I guess 
those are the highlights if you will, can we go back? I don't know 
what the whole conversation was because I was having trouble 
connecting.

335
Michele Babbish 00:51:18.395 --> 00:51:22.835
And when I joined, I was at the end. So what did you say, Suzy have a 
concern.

336
Susie Bellos 00:51:22.865 --> 00:51:32.915
So, if it's okay, I'll just set up a time in you and I can meet and 
chat. Yeah, we're kind of like as a whole, you know, the kids with the 
know food policy and the.

337
Michele Babbish 00:51:32.915 --> 00:51:33.275



Pardon.

338
Susie Bellos 00:51:33.305 --> 00:51:39.155
Policy in that we feel or at least me, I'll speak for myself. I feel 
like there is.

339
Susie Bellos 00:51:41.254 --> 00:52:00.424
Like, a, a failure to launch, like, I feel like in elementary schools, 
where you foster a love of learning, and along with that comes the 
Thanksgiving party, the Christmas party, the fun activity. The thing 
you make, and you bring home all that stuff is missing. And I see all 
my friends on Facebook and my friends from around here.

340
Susie Bellos 00:52:00.455 --> 00:52:03.695
And they all have this stuff, and I'm like, well, we don't do any of 
that.

341
Susie Bellos 00:52:04.385 --> 00:52:20.825
Also, see that there is a miss from, not having those things. The 
parents aren't capable of getting in the classrooms and helping the 
teacher and and fostering that relationship as well. So, I was hoping 
that maybe we can have a discussion and maybe come to some kind of 
agreement on.

342
Susie Bellos 00:52:22.264 --> 00:52:25.474
You know, allowing something for these kids to look forward to.

343
Michele Babbish 00:52:26.224 --> 00:52:30.964
Right, yeah, that would be totally fine. I totally do that.

344
Christina Coppola 00:52:41.824 --> 00:52:44.674
Anybody else have anything that they want to discuss.

345
Christina Coppola 00:52:51.334 --> 00:53:03.064
Okay, then it is, uh, the end of our meeting Thank you all for 
joining. I appreciate it. Um, I will give you guys 12 minutes back of 
your evening. Um, everybody have a great night. Thanks again.

346
Crystal Standerwick 00:53:05.464 --> 00:53:06.184
Thank you.



347
ohryn 00:53:06.604 --> 00:53:07.054
Thank you.

348
Mrs. Cushard 00:53:07.264 --> 00:53:07.684
Thank you.

349
Rikki Mutter 00:53:07.684 --> 00:53:08.314
Yeah, yeah.

350
aslebodnick@ 00:53:09.574 --> 00:53:10.204
Thank you.


